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Abstract: A  new  technique  has  been  developed  by  the  name  of  data-mining,  this  technique  helps 
the data to turn into task-oriented knowledge. Extracting multilevel association rules in transaction 
databases  is  most  commonly  used  in  data mining. This paper proposes a multilevel fuzzy association
rule mining model for extraction of implicit knowledge which stored as quantitative values in transactions. 
For  this  reason  it is use for different membership function for each item. By integrating fuzzy-set
concepts,  data-mining  technologies  and  multiple-level taxonomy, our method finds fuzzy association 
rules  from  transaction  data  sets. This  approach  adopts  a  top-down  progress  and  also  incorporates 
fuzzy  boundaries  instead  of  sharp  boundary  intervals  to  derive large itemsets. Comparing our method 
with previous ones in simulation shows that the proposed method maintains higher precision, the mined 
rules are closer to reality
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INTRODUCTION

Data-mining is a useful technique which turns data 
into task-oriented knowledge. The mining approaches, 
found from the classes where the information is issued, 
may be classified as finding association rules,
classification rules, clustering rules and sequential rules 
and etc. Finding association rules, classification rules, 
clustering rules and sequential rules are classified,
where the information is issued for the mining
approaches. An Association rule mining is an important 
process in data mining, which determines the co-
relation between items belonging to a transaction
database [1-3]. Association rules can be used for
marketing, planning and etc. For example, they can be 
used to inform mall officials of what products the
customers have a tendency to buy together, like “if 
customers buy suit, they are more likely to buy tie as 
well “which can be mined out. The mall manager then 
knows to place the suit and tie in the same place in the 
store to tempt the customers to buy them
simultaneously. In general, every association rule must 
satisfy two user specified constraints: support and 
confidence. The support of a rule X⇒Y is defined as 
the fraction of transactions that contain X∪Y, where X 
and Y are disjoint sets of items from the given database 
[4, 5]. The confidence is defined as the ratio support 
(X∪Y)/support(X). Here the aim is to find all rules that 
satisfy user specified minimum support and confidence 

values. Apriori algorithm is generated and tested
candidate itemsets step by step, are proposed from
many algorithms for mining association rules.
However, this processing way might cause high
computational costs and iterative database scans. In the 
past, research has focused on showing binary-valued
transaction data. transaction data usually consists  of 
quantitative values, which then can be dealt with by 
designing  a data-mining  algorithm,  but  this  has 
proved  to  be  a  challenge to researches in this field. 
The majority of algorithms used for association rule 
mining are to association rules on the single-concept
level. Nonetheless using mining multiple-concept-level
rules  may  result  in  the finding of more exact and 
useful  information  from  the  data.  Relevant  data
item   taxonomies  are  normally  preconceived  and
can  be  symbolized  using  hierarchy  trees.  Mining 
multi-level association rules are driven by several
reasons, such as:

• The multi-level association rules are more
understandable and are more interpretable for
users.

• The multi-level association rules can give us
solutions for the unnecessary and unwanted rules. 

In order to withdraw multi-level association rules, 
we need items taxonomies or concept hierarchies where 
the  concept hierarchies are copied by a directed acyclic 
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graph. A concept hierarchy symbolizes the relationships 
of the generality and requirement between the items, 
and classifies them at several stages of abstraction. 
These concept hierarchies are available, or formed by 
experts in the field of application. For example, a user 
may not only be concerned with the associations
between “computer” and “printer", but also wants to 
know the association between desktop PC price and 
laser printer price. 

Another trend to deal with the problem is based on 
fuzzy theory [6] which provide an excellent means to 
model the "fuzzy" boundaries of linguistic terms by 
introducing gradual membership [7]. This paper
proposes a fuzzy multiple-level mining algorithm for 
extracting implicit knowledge from transactions stored 
as quantitative values. frequent itemsets can be found 
from proposed algorithm which take up a top-down
progressively by deepening approach. it integrates
fuzzy-set concepts data-mining technologies and
multiple-level taxonomy to find fuzzy association rules 
from a transaction data sets. The mined rules are more 
natural and understandable for human beings. Fuzzy
sets have been used for many applications and resulted 
in good effects. fuzzy set theory is used more often in 
intelligent systems, the reason using it is because is 
simple and similar to human reasoning. Several fuzzy
learning algorithms is designed and used for good effect 
in specific knowledge for generating rules from a sets 
of data which is given. 

APRIORI ALGORITHM 
AND APRIORI PROPERTY

Now we know that to find frequent itemsets, it is 
effective to use Apriori algorithm. Apriori employs an 
iterative  approach  known  as  level-wise search, where 
k-itemsets are used to explore k+1-itemsets. Apriori, 
exploits the following property: If an itemset is
frequent, so are all its subsets [8]. The idea is frequent 
itemset must have subsets of frequent itemsets.
Frequent itemsets can be made of mixture of smaller 
frequent itemsets one after another. Let k-itemset
express an itemset having k items. Let Lk represent the 
set  of  frequent k-itemsets and Ck the set of candidate
k-itemsets. Therefore the algorithm to generate the
frequent itemsets is follows:

A1) Ck is generated by joining the itemsets in Lk-1
A2) The itemsets in Ck which have some (k-1)-subset

that is not in Lk-1 are deleted. 
A3) The support of itemsets in Ck is calculated through 

data base scan to decide Lk.

After L1 chosen first through data base scan, all 
three  A1-A3  procedures  are  iterated until Lk becomes

Fig. 1: An example taxonomy

empty set. The association rules are extracted by
combining the decided frequent itemsets to calculate 
the confidence of the association rule [9]. 

MULTILEVEL ASSOCIATION CONCEPT

Mining association rules at multiple concept levels 
may, however, lead to discovery of more general and 
important knowledge from data. Relevant item
taxonomies are usually predefined in real-world
applications and can be represented as hierarchy trees. 
Terminal nodes on the trees represent actual items 
appearing in transactions; internal nodes represent
classes or concepts formed from lower-level [10]. 

In Fig. 1, the root node is at level 0, the internal 
nodes representing categories (such as “milk”) are at 
level 1, the internal nodes representing flavors (such as 
“chocolate”) are at level 2 and the terminal nodes 
representing brands (such as “Foremost”) are at level 3. 
Only terminal nodes appear in transactions [3]. in
predefined taxonomies are first encoded using
sequences of numbers and the symbol “*” according to 
their positions in the hierarchy tree. For example, the 
internal node “Milk” in Fig. 1 would be represented by 
1**, the internal node “Chocolate” by 11* and the 
terminal node “Dairyland” by 111 [3]. 

THE PROPOSED MODEL

In this part we present our algorithm. My algorithm 
modified the version of previous fuzzy mining
algorithm presented in [3]. It consist of data mining, 
multi-level taxonomy and a set of membership
functions to explore fuzzy association rules in
accordance a given transaction dataset. 
Details of my algorithm are as following:

Step 1: Use a sequence of numbers and the symbol “*” 
to encode the predefined taxonomy by using the
formula

C *10 i= ρ +

where i is the location number of node at current level 
(a  set of contiguous integers starting from 1 is assigned 
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to the nodes from left to right as location number), C 
denotes the code for the ith node at current level and ρ is 
the code of parent of the ith node at current level. 

An example of a hierarchy and the code for each 
node are shown in Fig. 2, Then After the coding, each 
item recorded in a customer transaction database will be 
represented by its code. 

Then set k=1, r =1 where k, 1≤k≤x is the current 
level number, x is the number of level in a given 
taxonomy and r is to represent the number of items 
stored in the current frequent items ets.

Step 2: In each transaction datum Di where Di is the i-th
transaction, 1≤i≤n (n is the number of transaction), add 
all of the items with the identical first K digit, compute 
the addition of each groups in the transaction and 
eliminate the groups which their addition are less than 
α where α is the predefined minimum support value in 
the current level. 

Step 3: We considered different membership function 
for different data items. for that each data item has its 
own characteristics and its own membership function, 
then convert the value k

ijV  of each transaction datum Di

for each encoded group name k
jI  into a fuzzy set k

ijlf

shown as a following by mapping k
ijV  on the specified 

membership function, where k
jI  is the j-th item on level 

k, k
ijV  is the quantitative value of k

jI  in Di,
k
jh  is the 

number  of  fuzzy  regions  for k
jI , k

ilR  ( k
j1 l h≤ ≤ ) is the 

l-th fuzzy region of k
jI , k

ijlf  is k
ijV s fuzzy membership 

value in k
ilR , 1≤l≤h.

k k k
ij1 ij2 ijh
k k k
j1 j2 jh

f f f
...

R R R

 
+ + +   

Step 4: Compute the value of each fuzzy region k
ilR  in 

the transaction data as following, where k
ilCount  is the 

summation of k
ijlf :

n
k k
il ijl

i 1

Count f
=

= ∑

Step 5: Specify k
jMax count−  using the following

formula where k
jMax count−  is the maximum count

value among Countjl values ( k
j1 l h≤ ≤ ):

k
jhk k

j l 1 jlmax count max (Count )=− =

set k
jMax R−  as the region with k

jMax count−  for item 
k
jI if the value k

jMax count−  of a region k
jMax R−  is 

equal or greater than minimum support value (α), place 
k
jMax count− , into the frequent 1-itemset ( k

1L ).

Step 6: if k
1L  is null, then increase K by one, r = 1 and 

go to step 2 otherwise set r = r+1 and go to the next step 

Step 7: The procedures below are carried out for
different value of r:

a) If r = 2 produce the candidate set k
2C , where k

2C  is 
the set of candidate itemset with 2 items on level k 
from 1 2 3 k

1 1 1 1L , L ,L , . . . ,L  to explore “level-crossing” of 
frequent itemset. Candidate itemsets on certain
levels may thus contain other-level items. For
example, candidate 2-itemsets on level 2 are not 
limited  to  containing  only  pairs  of  frequent 
items  on  level  2. Instead, frequent items on level 
2  may  be  paired with  frequent  items  on  level 1 
to form candidate 2-itemsets on level 2 (such as 
{11*, 2**}) [11, 12]. Each 2-itemset in k

2C  must 
include at least one item in the k

1L  and the next 
item should not be its ancestor in the taxonomy [3]. 
All possible 2-itemsets are collected in k

2C .
b) if r 2 , Generate the candidate set k

rC , where k
rC

is the set of candidate itemset with r-items on level 
k from k

r 1L −  in a way similar to that in the apriori
algorithm [1]. 

Step 8: For each obtained candidate r-itemset S with 
items (S1, S2, …, Sr) in k

rC :

a) Compute the fuzzy value of S in each transaction 
datum Di using the minimum operator as a follow:

1 2 ris is is isf min(f ,f ,...,f )=

b) Set Counts as the sum of ƒis, 1≤i≤n, as:

n

s is
i 1

Count f
=

= ∑

c) Providing that Counts is not less than minimum
support α, insert S in k

rL

Step 9: If k
rL  equal null then increase K by one and go 

to the next step otherwise increase r by one and go to 
step 7. 
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Fig. 2: An example of a hierarchy with node code

Fig. 3: The predefined taxonomy

Step 10: If K X  then go to step 11, where X is The 
number  of  l evels  in  a  given  taxonomy. otherwise 
set r = 1 and go to step 2. 

Step 11: Make the fuzzy association rules for all
frequent r-itemset including S = (S1, S2, …, Sr), r 2  as 
follows:

• Find all the rules X→Y where X⊂S, Y⊂S and 
X∩Y = ϕ, X∪Y = S

• Compute the confidence value of all association 
rules by:

n
isi 1

n
ixi 1

min(f )
Confidence

min(f )
=

=

= ∑
∑

Step 12: Select the rules which have confidence values 
not less than predefined confidence threshold λ, where 
λ is the predefined minimum confidence value. 

AN EXAMPLE

Please see the following example in order to have a 
better understanding of the algorithm: 

In this example, we use six transactions related to 
the dairy sales in a supermarket as shown in Table 1 
and we use a predefined taxonomy as shown in Fig. 3. 

As it is shown in Fig. 3, we divide the dairly into 
three classes of cheese, milk and curd. Each of these
classes have got subordinates, specifying the type of 
dairy and the producing companies. For each class of 
the dairy, we consider a unique membership function 
and for each of the membership functions, we consider 
three fuzzy regions called low, middle and high regions. 

The membership function related to the milk has 
been shown in Fig. 4 and the membership function for 
curd has been shown in Fig. 5 and the membership 
function for cheese has been shown in Fig. 6. 

Details  of  the  proposed  mining  algorithm  are 
given below. 

11 11

11

12 12

12

21 21

21

22 22

22

31 31

31

32 32

32

1* 2* 3*

0

organic silk

Feta

horizon silk

Chedda

organic eagle

Low Fat

horizon eagle

High

organic horizon

Bea

eagle horizon

Fruit

Chesse Milk Curd

Dair
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Lo Middl Hig

1 6 110 Number of item

Membership

Table 1: Six example transactions
TID Items
D1 (organic feta cheese, 1) (silk feta cheese, 4) (organic low fat milk, 4) (eagle low fat milk, 6) (organic bean curd, 7)
D2 (organic feta cheese, 3) (silk feta cheese, 3) (horizon cheddar chesse, 1) (horizon high fat milk, 5) (eagle high fat milk, 3) 

(horizon fruit curd, 4) (eagle fruit curd, 4)
D3 (organic low fat milk, 7) (horizon high fat milk, 8) (horizon bean curd, 5) (horizon fruit curd, 7)
D4 (organic feta cheese, 2) (organic low fat milk, 5) (horizon bean curd, 5)
D5 (organic low fat milk, 5)( eagle high fat milk, 4)
D6 (organic feta cheese, 3) (silk feta cheese, 10)

Step 1: First we change each of the nodes of the
taxonomy shown in Fig. 3 into their coded equivalents 
and the result has been shown in Fig. 2. Then we 
change each of the members of the transactions to their 
coded equivalents, according to Fig. 2, the result of 
which has been shown in Table 2. 

We  then  consider  a variable called k and a
variable  called  r and  give  them  a  value  of one; 
where  k stores  in  itself  the  number  of  taxonomy 
levels and r shows the number of items existing in 
current frequent itemset. 

Step 2: We place all items in which the k of their first 
digit  is  similar  in  a  transaction  in  one single group 
and  sum  up  their  values.  For  example  we  classify 
the items (111, 1) (112, 4) in Group (1**, 5). The result 
of  this  task  has  been  shown  for  all transactions in 
Table 3. 

Step 3: We change the groups obtained in the previous 
step into the fuzzy set of equation based on the
membership function. For example, let’s consider the 
Group (1**, 5). Since according to the predefined
taxonomy in Fig. 3, this Group is related to the chesse, 
so we use the membership function related to the sales 
of the chesse. The value 5 in the membership function 
related to the sale of chesse is equal to 0.2 for low 
region, 0. 8 for middle region and 0 for high region. 
The equal fuzzy set for all items of the transactions 
have been shown in Table 4. 

Step 4: We calculate the sum of values in each fuzzy 
region in all transactions. Let’s consider the 1**. Low 
as an example. The sum of fuzzy values of this region 
in all transactions is obtained through the equation 
0+0+0. 8+0+0+0. 2=1. The sum of fuzzy values for
each individual region has been shown in Table 5. 

Step 5: Considering the previous step, the fuzzy region 
is selected with the highest value for each group. As an 
example, let’s consider the Group 1**. Its value for 
Low region is equal to 1 (one), for middle region is 
equal to 1. 8 and for high region is equal to 1.2. 

Fig. 4: The membership functions used for number of 
milk sales

Fig. 5: The membership functions used for number of 
curd sales

Fig. 6: The membership functions used for number of 
cheese sales

Since the value of middle region, i. e. 1. 8 is higher 
than the other two regions, the middle fuzzy region is 

Lo Middle High

2 7 120 Number of item

Membership
value

Lo Middle High

2 4 60 Number of item

Membership value
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chosen  as  the  representative  of  Group  1**  for other

Table 2: Encoded transaction data in the example
TID Items
D1 (111, 1) (112, 4) (211, 4) (212, 6) (311, 7)
D2 (111, 3) (112, 3) (121, 1) (221, 5) (222, 3) (322, 4) (321, 4)
D3 (211, 7) (221, 8) (312, 5) (322, 7)
D4 (111, 2) (211, 5) (312, 5)
D5 (211, 5) (222, 4)
D6 (111, 3) (112, 10) 

Table 3: Level-1 representation in the example
TID Items
D1 (1**, 5) (2**, 10) (311, 7)
D2 (1**, 7) (2**, 8) (3**, 8)
D3 (2**, 15) (3**, 12)
D4 (1**, 2) (2**, 5) (3**, 5)
D5 (2**, 9)
D6 (1**, 13)

processes. This task is also carried out for other groups. 
Each of these values is compared with the minimum
support and in case it is bigger or equal with the
predefined minimum support it is added to 1

1L  at that 
level. For instance, let’s assume the minimum support is 
considered as 1. 8, so since the values of 1**. Middle, 
2**. Middle and 3**. Middle, are bigger or equal to 1. 
8, taking into account the values obtained from Table 5, 
this single-member sets are placed in 1

1L  according to 
the Table 6. Since 1

1L  is not equal to null, we can then 
go to the next step. 

Step 6: The candidate set 1
2C  is generated from 1

1L  and 
here since 1

1L  consists of 3 members of 1**. Middle, 
2**. Middle and 3**. Middle, members of 1

2C  has been 
shown in Table 7. 

Steps 7, 8, 9 and 10: The following steps are carried 
out for the two-member items in 1

2C : the fuzzy
membership value of each of the two-member sets 
inside the 1

2C  is calculated based on the predefined 
membership function for each individual item, for the 
whole transactions. For example, consider the two-
member set {1**. Middle 3**. high} as an exampel. 
The fuzzy membership value of this set for transaction 
D1 is calculated as: min (0.8, 1) = 0.8. This operation 
must be carried out for all transactions, the final result 
of which has been shown in Table 8. 

The sum of fuzzy membership values obtained in 
previous Section for each individual two-membership
sets are calculated in 1

2C . The final result has been 
shown in Table 9. 

Since in the sets obtained, only the value of the set 

{1**.  Middle  3**. high}  is  bigger and/or equal to the

value of predefined minimum support, so the 1
2L  is only 

equal to one member. All frequent itemsets in Level 1 
have been shown in Table 10. 

We consider the variable r equal to 2, where r
represents the number of the members of those sets that 
are within the current itemset. Since 1

2L  is only equal to 
a 2-member set and we can not produce 3-member sets 
at Level 2, so we add one unit to k and go to the Step 2. 
The final result for the frequent itemset for Level 2 and 
for Level 3 with minsupp= 1. 8, have been shown in 
Table 11 and 12, respectively. Since there is no Level 4, 
we go to the next step. 

Step 11: We will find the fuzzy association rules based 
on the frequent itemset obtained from the previous 
steps:

We discover all probable rules from the frequent 
itemset obtained in different levels with the following 
format. Of course, we must bear in mind that the
association rules, can be extracted from the frequent 
itemset with minimum two members. 

If 1**=middle Then 3**=high
If 3**=high Then 1**=middle
If 3**=high Then 11*=middle
If 11*=middle Then 3**=high
If 111=low Then 3**=high
If 3**=high Then 111=low

For the rules achieved, we must find the confidence 
value of each rule. For example, let’s consider the
following rule: 

If 1**=middle Then 3**=high

The confidence value for this rule is obtained as 
follows:

We find the confidence value for the individual 
rules. The confidence value for all rules have been 
shown in Table 13. 

Step 12: The confidence value of all rules are studied 
with predefined minimum confidence threshold and the 
rules, whose confidence value is bigger than or equal to 
the predefined minimum confidence threshold, are
chosen as final rules. For example, if the minimum
confidence value is equal to 1, the final rules shall be as 
follows:

If 1**=middle Then 3**= high
If 3**=high Then 1**=middle
If 11*=middle Then 3**=high
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If 3**=high Then 111=low
Table 4: The level-1 fuzzy sets transformed from the data in Table 3

TID Level-1 fuzzy set

D1
0.2 0.8

1**.low 1**.middle
 + 
 

0.4 0.6
2**.middle 2**.high

 
+ 

 

1
3**.high

 
 
 

D2
0.8 0.2

1**.middle 1**.high
 

+ 
 

0.8 0.2
2**.middle 2**.high

 
+ 

 

1
3**.high

 
 
 

D3
1

2**.high
 
 
 

1
3**.high

 
 
 

D4
0.8 0.2

1**.low 1**.high
 

+ 
 

0.4 0.6
2**.low 2**.middle

 + 
 

0.5 0.5
3**.middle 3**.high

 
+ 

 

D5
0.6 0.4

2**.middle 2**.high
 

+ 
 

D6
1

1**.high
 
 
 

Table 5: The counts of the level-1 fuzzy regions

Items Count

(1**.low) 1.0
(1**.middle) 1.8
(1**.high) 1.2
(2**.low) 0.4
(2**.middle) 2.4
(2**.high) 2.2
(3**.high) 0.0
(3**.high) 0.5
(3**.high) 3.5

Table 6: The set of frequent 1-itemsets for level one 

Itemset Count

(1**.middle) 1.8
(2**.middle) 2.4
(3**.high) 3.5

Table 7: The counts of the level-1 fuzzy regions

Itemset

(1**.middle, 2**.middle)
(1**.middle, 3**.high)
(2**.middle, 3**.high)

Table 8: The membership values for 1**.Middle, 3**.high

TID 1**.middle 3**.high Min(1**.middle, 3**.high)

D1 0.8 1.0 0.8
D2 0.8 1.0 0.8
D3 0.0 1.0 0.0
D4 0.2 0.5 0.2
D5 0.0 0.0 0.0
D6 0.0 0.0 0.0

Table 9: The counts of the 2-itemsets at level 1
Itemset Count
(1**.middle, 2**.middle) 1.4
(1**.middle, 3**.high) 1.8
(2**.middle, 3**.high) 1.7

Table 10: All frequent itemsets in Level
Itemset Count
(1**.middle) 1.8
(2**.middle) 2.4
(3**.high) 3.5
(1**.middle, 3**.high) 1.8

Table 11: The set of level-2 frequent itemsets
Itemset Count
(11*.middle) 2.0
(21*.middle) 2.6
(31*.high) 2.0
(22*.middle) 2.0
(32*.high) 2.0
(11*.middle, 3**.high) 2.0

Table 12: The set of level-3 frequent itemsets
Itemset Count
(111.low) 3.0
(211.middle) 2.6
(111.middle, 3**.high) 2.1

Table 13: Confidence value for all rules
Association rules Confidence
If 1** = middle Then 3** = high 1.0
If 3** = high Then 1** = middle 1.0
If 3** = high Then 11* = middle 0.5
If 11* = middle Then 3** = high 1.0
If 111 = low Then 3** = high 0.7
If 3** = high Then 111 = low 1.4
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this part, we will analyze the results of the
experiments and analyses made. The proposed
algorithm carries out the analysis on a number of 100 
sales invoices of a food stuff store and 7 of its items and 
based on the predefined taxonomy from 7 items and the 
predefined membership function per each item, carries 
out the mining of association rules. The predefined
taxonomy in the first level includes 7 nodes that
represent the items used in the test, the second level 
includes 14 nodes that represent the taste or different 
types of a specific product and in the third level it also 
consists of 48 nodes that represent the manufacturing 
companies and factories. 

The database transactions include the name of the 
product and the quantity of such products purchased. 
One item may not be used twice in one transaction. In 
order   to   observe   the   results,   we first  analyze  the

proposed algorithm with a different number of
transactions and the results based on the number of 
rules produced and the predefined minimum support for 
algorithm and the minimum confidence equal to 0. 5 
have been shown in Fig. 7. 

The results obtained based on the number of rules 
developed and different types of the predefined
minimum confidence by the user have been shown in 
Fig. 8 based on the 100 transactions of the customers’ 
purchases and minimum support equal to 3. As you can 
see in Fig. 7, with increased number of the transactions 
under study, the number of mined association rules will 
be more and this is obvious and that’s because with the 
increased number of the transactions, the number of 
frequent itemset will also increase and as a result, a 
greater number of rules are mined. Also considering the 
Fig. 8, with increased number of the predefined
minimum confidence value, the number of mined
association rules will also decrease. 

Fig. 7: A comparison of various numbers of transactions

Fig. 8: Relative number of rules under different minimum confidence
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Fig. 9: Relative performance under different minimum support

One of the important criteria which have always been a 
matter of consideration, is the run time of algorithm, or 
in other words, the time it takes the related rules are 
developed by algorithm. If an algorithm has got a
suitable precision, but its rune time is long, it will lead 
to the user’s dissatisfaction, so in the E-Business, speed 
is an important issue. The results of the run time of the 
proposed algorithm based on the minimum support 
defined in a number of different transactions have been 
shown in Figure 9. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper, we have employed fuzzy set concepts, 
multiple-level taxonomy, different membership function 
for each item to find fuzzy association rules in a given 
transaction data set. 

The results reveal that: In terms of mining of
association rules, the proposed method maintain higher 
precision compared with the previous methods and the 
mined rules, are more close to reality and this is
because of using different membership functions for 
every individual items. 

Although the rules mined in this algorithm are
desirable for a specific time interval, but it is clear that 
with the elapse of time, the conditions for sale of items 
shall be different. As an example, based on different 
seasons of the year, the number of sales of a series of 
product may be variant. Therefore in our next work we 
are going to present a new method to generate such 
membership function dynamically to cope with the
environment with changing conditions. Moreover, not 
only we can define the minimum support value for each 
individual level of the predefined taxonomy for the
products but also we are able to define the minimum 
support for each item which makes out put rules to get 
closer to the user’s demanded rules. 
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